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Value of fake IDs is questionable
by Ashly Hoffman
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Summer approaches and
someone either needs more
credits or a legitimate
reason to get out of bed
every once in a while this
summer. Students review
their internship
experiences; maybe readers
will be in pired?

see page 4
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For those getting geared up
for a long drive back home,
read some CD reviews and
then hit a record store on
the way out of Denver.

see page 6

SPORIS
Figure out which softball
player to congratulate on
her prestigous Crest Club
Athlete Award. Also, read
up on the softball team's
status so far.
see page 5
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Lazy summer days at the pool, followed by long nights at the bars is
what awaits many students after their departure from school; but for those
of who aren't of legal age, a few words to the wise: fake ID's are not always
what they are cracked up to be.
The routine is familiar to most: your friend has a friend who knows a
guy who has a brother who can make or alter your current driver's license.
all that you need to do is send a hundred dollars and your picture. ft sounds
pretty cool, getting an ID that can get minors into the fun adult world of
bars and night clubs. But what is often overlooked is the penalty for using a
fake ID at these places if caught. Denver's Assistant Cit) Attorney. Kory
Nelson, shares some of the repercussions that can happen if a minor is
caught with fraudulent identification in the City and County of Denver.
As many know, bars and night clubs in Denver are required by the
City's Cabaret Ordinance to restnct entry of anyone under the age of2l
years old unless accompanied by a parent or guardian. Many college kids
try to get around this unfortunate law by acquiring fake IDs, which. if all
goes well, gets kids into the bar or nightclub of choi~e. Unfortunately, there
is a law against fake IDs, too.
DRMC#38-3 is better known as The Use/Offer of False Identification.
and it restricts the use and even the possession of fraudulent identification.
ff it's discovered that an individual has a fake ID, then that person can be
penalized by one year in jail and $999 m fines.
Many readers are probably thinking. "How will they catch me?" Well.
depending upon which places minors solicit, many times bouncers won't
catch familiar faces, but there are some things of which to be aware. Most
bars and clubs staff bouncers to inspect IDs before allowing entrance to the
premises. Staff members are often offered varied amounts of monetary
incentives by employers to seize fake IDs. Also. many bars/clubs employ
off-duty police officers to supervise the premises and make sure that
everything checks out; most often these police officers are in uniform, but
sometimes they are not. These officers. once someone has entered the
bar/club. have the authority to ask anyone for bis or her lD, if they have
reason to believe that it is fraudulent in any way. Next, the officers have tb.e

right to seize the license and detain the minor for questioning.
Asst City Attorney Kory Nelson offered a particular warning for those
fake ID offenders who gain entrance into bars/clubs by using their friend's
ID. Those people given a ticket or citation that night under the alias of the
fraudulent ID can later be charged with a class 6 felony called Criminal
Impersonation. The penalty for Cnmmal Impersonation ranges from six
months to three years in jail and/or $100- SJOOO and goes on record. When
asked if this type of situation occurs often. Nelson responded that it is
"co()11Tloo enough" for him to be familiar with it. According to Nelson, "It's
just not worth it More likely than not, you'll get caught"

Finals prayers ought be directed to St. Rita of Cascia:
"Saint of the Impossible"
by Jennifer Cook
For centuries St Rita of Cascia (1381-1457) St. Rita devoted herself to prayer, penance and
works of charity. After a time she applied for
has been one of the most popular saints in the
admittance to the Augustinian Convent in Cascia
Catholic Church. She is known as the "Saint of
She was refused, but after praying to her three
the Impossible" because of her amazing answers
patron saints--St. John the Baptist, St Augustine
. to prayers, as well as the remarkable events of
and St. NichoJas ofTolentioo--she miraculously
her own life.
entered the convent and was allowed to remain.
St Rita wanted to become a nun, but in
This took place around the year 1411.
obedience to her aged parents, she married. Her
In the convent, SL Rita's life was marked by
husband caused her much suffering, but she
great charity and severe penances. Her prayers
repaid his cruelty with prayer and kindness. In
obtained remarkable cures for others. deliverance
time he was converted, becoming considerate
from the devil and other special favors from
and God-fearing. But St. Rita was to undergo
God.
another great sorrow when her husband was
So that she might share in the pain of His
murdered.
Crown of Thoms, Our Lord gave St, Rita a thorn
St. Rita then found that her two sons were
. wound in her forehead. It was painful and gave
entertaining thoughts of avengmg their father's
off a disagreeable odor, yet she considered it a
murder. She feared they would put their -desires
great grace. She prayed, "O loving Jesus,
into effect in accord with the evil custom of the
increase my patience according as my sufferings
Vendetta. With heroic Jove for their souls, she
increase." The wound lasted the rest of her life.
begged God to take them from this life rather
St. Rita died on May 22, 1457 at lhe age of
than allow them to commit this great sin. Not
76. People flocked to the convent to pay their
long afterward they both died, after preparing
last respects. Innumerable miracles took place
themselves to meet God.
through her intercession, and devotion to her
After the death of her husband and children,

spread far and wide.
St. Rita's body was preserved perfectly
incorrupt for several centuries, and al times it
gave off a S\\eet fragrance. At the beatification
ceremony. the body of the Saint raised itself up
and opened its eyes.
God has heard St. Rita's prayers for others
on countless occasions. and certainly she will
gladly intercede once again, on behalf of those
who pray to her now-thus continuing to perceive
the truth of her great name:
0 God, Who in Thine infinite tenderness
b.ast vouchsafed to regard the prayer of Thy
servant, Blessed Rita, and dost grant to her
supplication that which is impossible to human
foresight. skill and efforts, in reward of her
compassionate love and firrn reliance on Thy
promise, have pity on our adversity and succor
us in our calamities, that the unbeliever may
know Tbou art the recompense of the humble,
the defense of the helpless.. and the strength of
those who trust in Thee, through Jesus Christ,
Our Lord. Amen.
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+ EDITORIALS
Letters to the Edi tor:

Anna C urtin
Final Curtin
call: Slan and
farewell
So Jong, farewell, auAvieder sehen, adieu
md I must not forget slan (Irish for good bye),
ts this is my final editorial with the
•
-lighlander here at Regis University, I just
,;ant to say that I had a great time and I
:njoyed writing for the paper. I hope that you
:njoyed reading my humble words!
In Ireland people say that the weather is
:hangeable, well when I get home I will have
o tell everyone that, if they want to know
vhat changeable weather is, go to Colorado. I
:an now say without exaggerating that I built a
.nowman, sunbathed and ducked from
aindrops all in one week. That is enough
tbout the weather, now it is time for me to
:loat. On Friday April 21 last, I had the much
,ought after opportunity to go and see the
::olorado Avalanche play the Phoenix Coyotes.
fhis being a first for me held a lot of
:xpectation, from what I had previously seen
m television and from what I heard people say
tbout hockey games. I must say that the game
tnd the whole event lived up to any of my
:xpectations, although the fighting was kept to
l minimum, but after all the players are on ice
md not in a boxing ring. The atmosphere and
he enthusiasm of the crowd was just amazing,
10t to mention the game itself, and the fact
hat they were skating on ice was a thrill for
ne, who never quite got the hang of ice
;kating!
Also the three twenty minute plays and
he two twenty minutes breaks were surprising
tnd I know for a fact that my father would not
1ave the patience for all the interruptions. The
Nhole experience was just so different to any
,porting event that I have ever been to in
reland. We don't have so much of the music
md in-match entertainment going on, there is
mly one way to describe what the game was
md that is, 'pure entertainment'.
Easter eggs decorated the green outside
)'Connell Hall on Easter Saturday and as I
ooked out my window I wondered what this
,.,as all about, of course, an Easter Egg Hunt! r
bought it was such a lovely idea for the
:hildren, although I had heard of this tradition
iefore, it is not usually done in Ireland as far
ts l know. My Grandmother never fails to
;end each of her grandchildren an Easter egg
md this year was no exception, except that my
ather kindly informed me that he would be
:ating mine this year, at least it did not go to
.vaste. I also want to say that the mass in the
1J,C on Easter Sunday was a beautiful one
md everyone involved in the preparations and
he service itself should be very proud.
I just want to finish off by saying that I
1ope that everyone has a great summer and I
10pe I wilJ have nearly as good a time in
\,faryland this summer as I had in the past four
nonths here at Regis. I would also recommend
.hat everyone where possible should take part
in a cultural exchange program.

Last week I was pleasantly surprised \1/hen I opened the newspaper to find TWO letters to
the editor! Response from readers is verification that students do, in fact, read the Highlander,
and not only do they read it, but they feel strongly enough about articles we print to respond
with their own feelings and beliefs on important issues. That being said, I will not rest easily
until I too share my thoughts and feelings on the issues raised in these letters and in the article
that attempted to clear up confusion about the Planned Parenthood organization.
Those who know me know I am a Catholic and a feminist. And surprisingly, I can usually
be both without experiencing major inner conflict - especially at a place like Regis. The Jesuit
tradition has a lorig history of being open to new ideas and embracing people who most of us
would like to either neglect or forget. I feel it is in part because of this open-mindedness that a
Planned Parenthood representative was originally scheduled to speak to students during Safe
Spring Break week about SIDs and the prevalent sexual dangers that exist when young people
and alcohol mix in high quantities (NOT about abortion).
However, the speaker was cancelled so as to avoid any controversy like the one the
newspaper managed to stir up with the article written by Ms. Jenni Utt Interestingly enough,
those who know Jenni know she is pro-life, and that she found it difficult to step out of her
own beliefs in order to right an objective piece of journalism. Nevertheless, that is what I feel
she did • she put her personal beliefs on hold in order to write an accurate story informed
readers that whether they agree with the mission and practices of Planned Parenthood or not,
Planned Parenthood does, in fact, provide gynecological exams, contraceptive options and sex
education programs in addition to abortions performed. It may also surprise people to learn
that not only is abortion a legal option in this country, but that it is a procedure performed by agreat many clinics and private practice physicians across the country. Not only does Planned
Parenthood believe in a woman's right to choose, but the United States Supreme Court does as
well (a decision again reinforced in the April 25 ruling against legislation in Nebraska).
Therefore, I respectfully disagree with the strong statements of the two authors of the
letters to the editor in the last Highlander. I also find it incredibly ironic that both articles
were written by men who will never have to worry about challenging their views on this issue
because biologically they will never be faced with the possibility of having to make the
monumental, life-changing choice they feel so strongly about. Furthermore, I do not feel that it
is my place as a Christian and a woman to judge those who find themselves in situations
where they feel there is no alternative. I would like to challenge all readers to think about what
it means to. be Christian or simply what it means to be human. To me, it means accepting and
forgiving those we find morally objectionable - including murderers, racists, death row
inmates, homosexuals, homophobics, liberals, conservatives and. yes, women who choose
abortion. The statements made by Jones and Muir and their attacks on Ms. Utt's character did
not only personally offend me, but I also found their malicious words and Holocaust
comparisons the height of hypocrisy.
Sinerely,
Jessica Fawcett
Dear Editor,
The following is in response to letters ran by K.J. Jones and John Muir in the last edition.
FACT: Planned Parenthood does more everyday than any other organization to prevent
unintended pregnancy and the need for abortion. We educate people about birth control and
other affordable reproductive health care including cancer screenings, mammograms, sexualJy
transmitted infection checks and treatment, as well as prenatal care. We believe that every
child should be a wanted and welcome child.
FACT: Education empowers people to make responsible choices. In recent years, condom
use has risen and sexual activity has dropped among young people. The result is a welcome
decrease in teen pregnancy and teen births. Eighty percent of the decline in teen pregnancy is a
result of more effective contraceptive use and about twenty percent is a result of delayed
sexual activity.
As a recent graduate of Regis University and current Planned Parenthood staff member I
was-disappointed that an invited speaker was unable lo give her presentation at Regis' recen;
"Safe Spring Break" event. As I reflect upon my experience at Regis, one of the reasons it was
so positive was I felt it was an environment where people of alJ beliefs and values could come
together and learn from each other. Respecting diverse opinions and perspectives, I believe, is
critical in any academic setting. I hope that I wasn't misled.
I was shocked to see the inaccuracies in the Jones and Muir letters. For factual
informa~on about the programs and services provided by Planned Parenthood of the Rocky
Mountams, please contact 303-321-PLAN, or access our web site at www.pprm.org.
Sincerely,
Matt McClung
Community Outreach Co-Director
Planned Parenthood of the Rocky Mountains

Son, I'm sorry I killed your brother
(a true story about abortion}
by KoKo Oyler
"Son, I don't know if you're sexually
active, but if you are, or will be, you need to
know that having sex carries with it a huge
responsibility--the possibility of creating a life
and deciding its fate."
That's how I began telling my 21-year-old
son a true story of abortion--my own. The time
had come for me to tell him that I was sorry I
lcilled his brother, in the hopes that it would
keep him from making the same mistake I
made and will regret until the day I die.
It happened in 1984. I was married; the

baby was my husband's, but my pregnancy was
interfering with my career at that point, and, in
my mind, abortion was an acceptable form of
birth control.
It was so easy to get an abortion 14 years
ago. I just made an appointment with Planned
Parenthoqd, went in, signed a form and had
my 2 1/2 month old baby's limbs torn apart
and sucked out piece by piece by a vacuum
system .
Continued on page 3
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Testes make the man

Continued from page 2
But I never saw that part of it. For me
the procedure was so antiseptic, so removed
from reality--the sheets draped over my legs
and the doctor in a white coat. ..
The enormity of what I did, having my
baby brutally murdered, really didn't hit me till
years later. I think it was the dream I had of
my son standing with a little boy right beside
him. I woke up shaking and knew that the
little boy in my dream was the baby I bad
aborted. I was devastated. The grieving cycle
began and has never ended. I tried to get
pregnant again, hoping that would help make
up for what I did but was never able to. No
more chances
How could I have done it? How could I
have killed my baby, my son's brother? I, the
ethical vegetarian who respects all creatures,
who carries spiders outside and places them in
a safe place? I, a Christian, who believes in the
sanctity of all life, anq often refers to Jesus'
words: "Even as ye do unto the least of these
my brethren, ye do so unto me." How???
I think I was able to do it because I was a
child of the sixties and I bought the lie--the lie
that abortion is a responsible choice and
doesn't hurt anyone. Wrong. For me it was an
irresponsible choice of convenience, which
hurt everyone involved. It was a vicious,
painful way to kill my baby. It has caused me
anguish and torment that will never go away.
It has deprived my son of a brother, my
husband of another child and our world of a
potentially fine citizen. Interesting that at the
time I felt, "What an understanding husband to
leave the choice up to me, whether or not to
abort." Later I thought, "It was your baby, too.
Why didn't you fight for his life?" I wonder if
it really would have mattered, though. I was so
pro-choice, but only for the choice to be left
up to the woman. If my husband, then,
couldn't have changed my mind, is there
anything that could have?
In retrospect, I think that if I would have
been faced with the reality of what I was
contemplating by seeing a sonogram, a picture
of a 2 1/2-monfu-old fetus, a video of the
vacuum process; or by talking to women who
had previously gone through abortions, then I
would not have been able to go through with
having an abortion.
I'm still pro-choice but for the choice to
be made by both the mother and father of the
baby (except in the case ofrape), and made
responsibly, after truly knowing what is
involved. And I believe that after truly
knowing what is involved, the choices that
will be made and should be made will be for
keeping life. not for ending it. I also believe
that late-term abortions should never be
allowed: the rights of the father and mother
end at that point and the right of the baby
begins.
I hope that sharing my personal stof)
with you will help you make responsible
choi{;es regarding your sexual activity, choices
that you will be able to peacefully live with for
the rest of your life.

Beware of testicular cancer
by Rachel Schneider
So what kind of nuts are being talked
the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and
checking for a Jump or any change in the size,
about? Well, let's just say no one's talking
acquired immune deficiency syndrome
shape and consistency of the testes. (2) Check
about the shelled sources of protein. but rather
infections, carcinoma in situ (CIS), and cancer
the epidiymis, the comma-shaped organ
a man's most precious package! Chances are
of the other testicle. The risk of testicular
extending from the top of the testicle to behind
most men are more familiar with and take
cancer is higher among Caucasian men.
it. Normally it is soft and slightly tender when
more pride in their penises than in their testes,
1n about 90 percent of testicular cancer
pressed. (3) Locate the spermatic cord that
which are what actually makes the man. The
cases, men experience symptoms like a
comes up from the epidiymis; normally it feels
testicles manufacture several male hormones,
painless or uncomfortable lump on the testicle,
like a firm, movable smooth tube. Repeat the
the most abundant being testosterone, which
sensation of heaviness or aching in the lower
examination on the otht;r testicle.
spurs the libido, sperm production and gives
abdomen or scrotum or even testicular
So long as men perform a TSE every
the deep voice, facial hair and
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - month and seek medical attentiondespite possible stubbornness or
musculature typical of males.
Any man could attest to the
embarrassment-they have a better
chance of beating the odds and fighting
unpleasant experience of "blue
balls" or, even worse, suffering
this highly treatable and usually curable
form of cancer.
through the pain from a swift
kick to the family jewels, but
Many men have beaten the odds,
and one such comeback case is
men should be aware of more
serious matters. One danger is
American cyclist's Lance Armstrong. At
testicular cancer, which occurs
the age of25 and near the pinnacle of
between the ages of 15 and 40
his career, Armstrong, two-time
and is cause for an estimated 300
Olympian and winner of countless other
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According to the American
Cancer Society, the main risk
factor for testicular cancer is a
condition called cryptorchidism
or undescended testicle{s). 1n a
male embryo, the testicles form in the
abdomen and descend into the scrotum before
birth. Yet, sometimes the testicles remain in
the abdomen or get stuck in the groin. It has
been noted that up to 25 percent of cancer
cases develop in the normally descended
testicle, thus concluding there may be some
other disorder responsible for increasing
testicular cancer risk. Other factors that
increase the chance of getting the disease
include a family history of testicular cancer,

MA K E

races, discovered his testicular cancer.
Armstrong had been diagnosed with

A CT LJ A L Ly

T HE

MA N

enlargement or swelling.
Doctors recommend monthly testicular
self-examination {TSE) by all men after
puberty, especially for those men with certain
risk factors (mentioned above). The Student
Health Center at the University of Texas
outlined the following "how to" steps for a
TSE: perform a self-exam during or !1fier a
shower when the skin of the scrotum is
relaxed. (1) Hold one testicle and roll it
gently between the thumb and fingers,

choriocarcinoma, a lethal variety of
testes eancer. Yet, even after undergoing
surgery and extensive chemotherapy to
kill the cancer that had spread to his
lungs, abdomen and brain, Armstrong
survived, started a cancer research foundation
in his name and even returned to cycling.
Armstrong knew better than to believe the
cancer might never resurface, but he was just
fortunate to be alive and back to cycling, even
though it was not at the same level.
For more detailed information or
additional topics on testicular cancer, be sure
to check with credible sources (e.g. The
American Cancer Society).

Students retort to recent Ranger Day
by Jessica Fawcett

Ranger Day met with a mixture of positive and negative reviews
from students who attended the annual Regis event held on April 15 in
the Quad and Student Center. This year's event broke with tradition in
many ways but one-the expected inclement weather experienced in
previous years-chased a fun-filled outdoor event into a smaller indoor
space. Many students chose to skip the event all together and seek
shelter from the snow. However. those who d id attend seemed to enjoy
themselves.
A disc jockey replaced the traditional no-name bands. and the
dueling pianos evening engagement that featured two Las Vegas
performers transformed the traditional lawn concert into a class} indoor
event. This year's Executive Cabinet also hosted the first annual Ranger
Riot. a c.lass competition that will continue nex1. year. hopefully with
sunny weather and increased participation. Despite hard work and lots
of planning on the part of PAC {Programming Activities Counsel) and
the rest of the student government. the\veather caused the day to be
somewhat disappointing for some
students.
Ajumor at Regis felt the DJ was
a welcome change, but that the
weather put a damper on the event ''I
would also like to see more student
When you·re pregnant, sometimes
input in the future," she commented.
all you can lhink of :ire lhe
problems. We'll help you
Naturally. other students were slightly
find !he solutions. .., f .,
more critical. "l give this Ranger Day
·~:,~:~~Jt:-:i:
two thumbs way, way down,"
commented senior Erik Wunderlich,
CHI.ISTlA~JseaVJCES
who has enjoyed the live bands and
www .beihany.org • www.impregnanl.com
beer trucks since his freshman year.
"Considering the weather I think
the day went well. A lot of work went

Pregna

Bethlliny

into_putting on Ranger Day," commented Dana Emmons, next year's codirector of PAC.
Emmons said PAC received a number of complaints for contracting
a DJ in place of live bands: however, most students who attended the
event enjoyed the programmed music. Emmons also said that next year's
Ranger Day will include input from students. who pay for the event in
part through their Student Activities Fee. "Eri_n {my co-director) and I
are working on a survey in order to find out what the students want. We
both value student input," added Emmons.
Nadia Reyes. next year's vice president, felt that the Ranger Riot
was a success despite dwindling numbers due to the snow. The event
was intended as a class competition but resulted in a competition
between smaller indi\ idual teams that included about 30 participants.
However. most participants rece1\ed pnzes mcludmg phone cards.
movie theatre tickets and bowling passes. The Riot featured events such
as the Random Relay, Marshmallow Madness. a water balloon toss and
five-legged race. Some components of the Riot were not able to take
place due to the weather.
The snow may have contributed to few disciplinary problems in the
residence halls, as disciplinary action seemed to be lower than in
previous years. According to DeSmet ARD Spencer Thomber, the
freshmen in DeSmet seemed to be well:behaved and the weekend went
smoothly. Thomber mentioned that the disciplinary rules were the same
as in the past (RA.s were allowed to search bags and police all building
entrances). Students seemed to comply with the rules, and there were
few write-ups.
Next year's Executive Cabinet and PAC committee have announced
they are open to suggestions and student input. If readers have ideas for
Ranger Day and other events for next year, please pass them on to any
Executive Cabinet member.
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In tern ship Revie~i ",i
The J cesuit

V oluntcecer Corps.

As the year comes to a close, many seniors are weary of what the
future holds. At this junction in their lives they are trying to figure out
what the last four years at Regis has meant to
them. The Univers ity has shaped graduates into
fine "young men and women," but has everyone
been "in service for others?" Many seniors have
already chosen their path finding jobs, graduate
school and those who have opted not to chose.
For those seniors wh.o are unsure of what their
future holds and have not always been "in
service of others," consider the Jesuit Volunteer
Corps.
Since 1956, the Jesuit Volunteer Corps has
had more than 7,000 members commit themselves to working with the
poor. NC serve the homeless. the unemp loyed, elderly, mentally ill,
disabled and any social group in need of assistance. NC is the largest
Catholic volunteer program in the world. NC's basic values are
grounded in "simple living, social justice, spirituality and community";
these values are essential in a commitment of faith and justice.
NC job placement can be found all over the globe. Placements
are offered in the United States and in multiple countries. Job
opportunities are offered in a variety of areas including HIV/AIDS
services, Legal services, Prison Ministry and Health Care. Volunteers

are expected to work a 40-hour workweek, which may require nights or
weekends. In return the placement agencies provide au the essentials to
their volunteers including room, board,
transportation, medical insurance and a small
stipend.
Qualifying applicants are 2 I years of
age or older and have a college degree or
applicable work experience. Applicants must
be open-minded and will to accept the
A position without apprehension. The applicant
must understand the seriousness and
importance of their position and willing to
live "simply." JVC asks volunteers for a Iyear commitment for domestic placement and 2-year commitment for
international placement.
Regis teaches the essentials of "how we ought to live" so practice
what is preached; put social justice into action. There are many
opportunities to serve those in need; the NC is just one. Jesuit
Volunteer Corps is more then just a job; it is "the most difficult,
demanding, personally challenging, life changing year in a volunteer's
life."
--Nadia Reyes

d'1'C is "tl,e

most
.tifficult, .temn1ulio9,
persooAll!f cl,nlleo9io9
life cl,no9io9 !feAr ~o
volunteer's life/'

Where's the best

FOUR DEGREES

place to find an
internship?

FDRMERLY ACCOUNTING QUEST

•

Regh University's Office of
fxperiential Learning is directed by
Lynne Montrose, who hashelped
place hundreds of Regissrudenn
into valuable intermhips. Montrose
has the connectiom that introduce
students into professional fields asa
sort of "experiment'' prior to
graduating and discovering thereal
world portrayed in movies isnot
the real world. Montrose's
extensive nerworks benefit nudenn
pursuing any degree. The Office of
Experiential Learning is located in
Loyola 12, and Montroie can be
reached at extemion 18oq.

Working in the "real world" is how most
students will learn how ajob is going to be
and how that job will affect the
rest of one's life. After
participating in an internship
during school, the next step was
to work for a company for the
duration of the summer break.
The best way to go about
getting an internship at Regis
University is to use resources
on campus, either Lpme
Montrose or the department in
the specific area of study. Jared
Martin decided to go about
finding an internship through a
company that places students at internships
and jobs. The company name was Accounting
Quest, now Four Degrees. They placed him
and one other Regis student, Seth Ludwig, in
the customer accounts department of
PacifiCare located in the Denver Tech Center.
Although healthcare is not the field Jared
Martin will pursue after graduating, the

experience of being an employee at a large
corporation granted Martin insight into what
he really wants to do after
graduation. After going
through a four-week training
course, the two interns,
Martin and Ludwig, were
thrown to the wolves by way
of dealing with customer
accounts and dealing directly
with customers over the
phone. Reconciling accounts
soon became a favorite
function of theirs because
other daily duties mainly
included talking to customers
and data entry. Even though working for a
healthcar~ company will not be in the future
plans of either student, working at PacifiCare
for the summer inspired experience and
helped both students clearly decide what
corporate America is really like.

after atraining course
the tw, interns were
tbrawn 11 the wolves
bq waq of dealing with
customer accounts

-Jared Martin

I. B. M.
Working at IBM in Boulder has been a
remarkable experience. The application process
was rather Jong and tedious, with multiple
applications and a number of irtterviews. The
training process for employment was short, but
extensive. The job included training on how to
evaluate a personal computer and all of ill;
software for Year 2000 compliance, and, if
necessary, update it.
The worst part about the internship was
the drive to and from Boulder every day from
Regis. The drive down US36 originally took
about forty minutes, but with all the recent
construction and increasing traffic, drive times
now approach one full hour. Leaming all of the
technical workings of IBM networks and
servers was probably the hardest part of.the
job. Also, a condition of the job was the
requirement of an eight hour shift on New
Years Eve.
The amount of information relevant to
computer science was tremendous. The job
provided a hands-on experience of networking
systems, operating systems and software
applications. This will prove valuable prior to
graduation because most of the systems that
IBM uses are the same or similar to other
companies in tho information technology
industry. One of the biggest perks to the job
was the competitive wage. While some
companies don't even pay their co-ops, IBM
offers a wage comparable to professionals in
the industry.
-Jeremy Geer

FOX-10

NEWS
Phoenix, Arizona's Fox-IO News offers
internship opportunities. Students work
alongside reporters, who are willing to take
them under their wings and to demonstrate
what it means to be an effective television
journalist. .
Summer internships provide a focused
experience as compared to a fall or spring
semester one. The Fox-IO News internship
demands that one takes the information and
skills learned in college and apply them to real
news events. For example, practicing editing
skills, writing stories, conducting interviews
and, most importantly, learning how the news
and television industries really work are
paramount lessons.
-Stephanie Henry

merr111 Lunch 11
. ~hat can be said to describe a worthwhile opportunity and a
realistic look at what life after college could be like? For three
individuals, Craig Gamble, Jared Martin and Ben
Swartzendruber-all business majors-it was the
chance to obtain the experience, knowledge and
skills necessary to succeed after college all while
accomplishing internships at the brokerage firm
of Merrill Lynch. Their daily routine mirrored
that of the working professionals.
On their workdays, all three would
chal l_enge themselves, mastering the tasks of morning traffic, finding a
parking space downtown, arrivi.og to work on time and looking
professional. Once at work, the three would report to their own financial

planner, from ~horn they would receive assignments planned out for
them. Several things they would do during their day included preparing
client portfolio and stock reports, performing stock
analysis_ using the c~mp~y's own information system
and callmg prospective clients to obtain new

bnildingthe necessary

uonfidenceto jnmp intothe
feaf WOr)d feet first

accounts.
.
Through theu experience with Merrill Lynch,

?amble, Martin and Swartzendruber learned the
~portance of networking, professionalism and what
1t takes to succeed in the business world. All three
ac~o~plished their internship goals to be awarded school credit, while
buildmg the necessary confidence to jump into the real world feet first.
-Jared Martin
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Regis softball teatn on fire
Tippets, who has eight
homers and 38 RBIs. She is
basically the only long ball
threat in the lineup, but don't
let that fool anyon~into
thinking that the Rangers
can't score. Thus far, the lady
Rangers have scored 182 runs
on the season.
The team is strong in the
pitching area as well; two
pitchers total nine wins, and
another pitcher has five. The
team's ERA is a strong 3.19;
however, in the highly
competitive RMAC an ERA

5

2000 Female Crest Club Athlete Winner:

Christi Weiser

by Reeve Barker.
The Regis University
softball team is in a situation
similar to that of the baseball
team. The Rangers softball
team swept through the worst
team in the league, Fort
Lewis, and the sweep moved
the team up a place in the
standings--into fifth place,
with a 13-10 record in
conference. The lady Rangers
are four games out of fourth
place in the competitive
RMAC.
The team is lead
offensively by Rebekah

+

of 3.19 is good enough only
for sixth place out of ten.
The lady Rangers enter a
series with Fort Hays needing
to win the series. If the
Rangers can secure victories,
then they will move up to
fourth rank in their
cO'nference. Further, Southern
Colorado, the fourth place
team, takes on first-place
Nebraska-Kearney, so there is
a good chance that the winner
of the Hays-Regis match-up
will attain the desirable fourth
place by the week's end.

Due to pitching
improvements, baseball team
has chance at making the
RMAC playoffs
by Reeve Barker
ended six to one; the weekend was a
The Regis Rangers could make the
disappointment. The team failed to capitalize
playoffs if they can muster up enough offense
on a golden opportunity to get into the,
and, perhaps more importantly, consistent
playoffs.
defense over the final few series of the year.
On Easter weekend, the team got what
Starting pitching has come around and is
may have seemed like a bad br~ when
doing it's job; now the defense and hitting
Ferguson's start rained out But the team
needs to pick up its end of the stick. And with
eight games remaining in the season, it's got to rebounded the next day and split the double
header, with Jackson Engles getting the
happen now. The team will play the two
victory. With Ferguson and Benton going on
squads in front of them and will need to do
the makeup date, it looked positive for another
more than split the series with these teams-three
games to one series victory.
New Mexico Highlands and NebraskaFerguson brought his "A" game for this
Keamey.
. one, and that is not good news for any team.
The first series the Rangers played was
Thanks to clutch hitting from Joel Burke, with
against third place Metro State. Ian Ferguson
started and was going for his eighth win of the a two run single, and a Ryan Esgro basesloaded-bases-clearing-triple brought Ferguson
season. Ferg didn't have his "A" game with
to
a 5-2 lead. But for this game, the Rangers
him, but he still held the Roadrunners to two
would need an insurance run, and they got it,
runs and another complete game. The first
too. Ferguson allowed two runs in the seventh
game amounted to a victory for Ferguson.
to make it a 6-5 Regis lead, with the run to tie
However, the Regis offense didn't display its
it on third base. Ferguson came through with
best either, and thus the game was ti(?d in the
the strikeout. The win got him to 9-3, and he
bottom of the sixth at two apiece. Lead off
has 11 complete games in 12 starts for the
man Mike Goodman got a triple to get things
season!
started, and senior Joe Maio continued his
The second game would be another
clutch hitting with an RBI single to give the
disappointment.
It started promisingly, as the
Rangers the lead and the victory.
Rangers
jumped
up 2-0 in the first. With
Game two was Dan Benton's start.
Benton pitching a one hit master piece for four
Benton has been victimized this year by his
innings, it looked like a victory; however,
defense and walks. Yet, in th.is game Benton
Benton ran into control problems and allowed
was masterful, allowing only two runs in six
five runs, three earned, in four and two thirds
innings. Zack Ingram came on in the seventh
innings. The bullpen came in and Jared Salas
to pick up his second save of the season, in
gave
up two runs. Jimi Warren came in and
another 3-2 victory. A very promising sign
promptly loaded the bases, but Warren did not
appeared with Jackson Engles, who went the
allow a run to score. The team could not come
next day for at least a three-garnes-t<r0ne
back after scoring twice in the last inning;
series victory for the Rangers.
they went down in order for the final score,
The second day wouldn't be a good day,
8-5.
though. Engles would pitch a good game,
The team needs to find a way to win
giving four runs, three earned, in six innings
more than two games for the next two series.
pitched. John McGraw would come in for the
If the Rangers don't, then ri.c~ can't make the
final inning, putting in a perfect frame of
playoffs, in all likelihood. L t, if they can.
work. Matt Snow hit a homerun to tie the
then with Ferguson they can beat anyone.
score at two, but Metro showed strength and
With that said, they definitely have a chance at
won the game 4-2. The loss dropped Engles to
the
RMAC championship, which means that
2-2.
they would go to the Division II playoffs.
In game two, Metro jumped on top early
against Dan Scholtec, who put in another good Then Ferguson would get the type of attention
outing for the Rangers' starting staff. But in an he deserves--although he gets plenty of it
already.
oft too repeated trend, the defense and offense
This team has the ability to do this. The
let Scholtec down. Scholtec allowed six runs,
question
is, "Can they put it all together?"
only four of which were earned. The game

Playing organized softball since the age of four has certainly paid off for senior Christi
Weiser, who earned the prestigious Crest Club Female Athlete of the Year award. Weiser has
played softball for four years now at Regis starting off in the outfield, then moving to short stop
and most recently she covers first base. Sophomore Jessie Beddo says, "Christi is a huge role
model on the team and has taken a leadership position since I have been a member of the team."
Christi was shocked when she learned that she was receiving the Crest Club Female Athlete of
the Year award, but she truly appreciates the recognition and for all the award stands. She stated,
"It was ·a great honor for me and to earn this award my last year, just brings my career from t-ball
to college to an all-time high point."

Don't haul
your stuff
home for·
the summer,

STORE IT!
STUDENT
SPECIAL

• 5' x 10' UNIT - $150*
• FREE LOCK WITH RENTAL
OF STORAGE UNIT
SelfStorage
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8845 N. 1-70 Frontage Rd. Arvada

• For April - August 31. Payable in advance with a $10 security deposit.
Limited availability. Not good with any other offers. Share with a friend and save!
VALID WITH THIS AD ONLY
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Righteous Babe Records

****

Sekou Sundiata is primarily a poet, not a musician.
That's why his CD LongStoryShort sounds like a poetry
reading with a laidback, R&B,'.jazz/funk band playing in
the background.
Sundiata's rolling, rich voice does justice to his
poetry, which deals with African-American culture. His
issues pay homage to great figures such as Nelson
Mandela, John Coltrane and Malcolm X. Spoken
rhythms of the poetry are the most striking part of this
CD, hut the actual words are beautifully intriguing.
ffi:r~s,a sample from "urban Music": "We ourselves
was di:camed/most likely by some slaves/whenever they
got a little space/to climb into their heads and be
free/and when they closed their eyes/what did they see?
/They saw you!fhey saw me."
S-undiata's musicians are also very talented; his

HIGHLANDER
poetry is never
overpowered
by the beat of a
drum or a
crooning
soprano voice,
but rather the
music
beautifully
complements
the words.
I would
highly
recommend this
CD to anyone
interested in
poetry, politics
or AfricanAmerican
music and
culture. Just
having
LongStoryShort on as background filler is a relaxing
and interesting experience.

-Nicole Smith

The Wilkinsans: Here and Now
Giant Records

*

Call me old-fashioned, but when I think of country
music,. ltend to think of people like George Strait and
lolinn¥ Cash, not pop-star sellouts like the Dixie Chicks
arufLeanne Rimes. Well, the Dixie Chicks are pure,
unfiltered country next to The Wilkinsons. Here and
NoYl""ilmot a country CD, folks; it's more like the
Backstreet Boys experimenting with a steel guitar.
1:he- Wilkinsons are a family group, made up of
futherSteve and kids Amanda and Tyler. I'll give them
credit where it's due: the trio does pull off some nice

DISTUIIBED...
THE SICKNESS
Giant Records

***
It's true. They really are disturbed. For proof, take a listen to Disturbed's
"Meaning of Life": "Come a little closer now pretentious whore and pull my
trigger/Free the violence that is building in men say now end of the ride murder
suicide is how I've been feeling lately." Well, at least they're not afraid to bide
their true feelings.
No matter how unsettling the lyrics, Disturbed's CD, The Sickness, is truly
awesome. Their heavy metal sound and pounding rhythms are enough to bust in
your head. "Droppin' Plates," a little ditty about Disturbed's battle to win a place
in the music business, is one of my personal favorites. I'd quote those lyrics, too,
but they are one of the primary reasons why this CD bas a parent advisory label.
And get this; Disturbed's "Shoutz000" is a cover of Tears for Fears' 1985
hit "Shout." And yes, it's actually good.
I highly recommend The Sickness to anyone who likes a hard edge to their
music and who doesn't mind ferocious, sometimes disconcerting lyrics.
'

-Nicole Smith

·--

vocals and their harmonies come together very nicely. It
doesn't matter much, though, when it sounds like every
song on the CD sounds like it was mass-produced for
the Generic Love Song Discount Bin. The music does
pep up a little with "Hypothetically," a lame attempt t 0
rip off the Beatles' sound, but the most interesting track
on the CD nonetheless.
If you're one of those people who feel that taking
an Electric Slide class is equivalent to being a cowboy,
or if you love droning, homogenous pop harmony, then
The Wilkinsons are for you. Everyone else should stee r
clear.

-Nicole Smith
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~@WD@W
by Jon Krakauer
Anchor Books, $12.95

***

JOBSI
Lif~s# Swim I~'tors. Day Camp Counselors#
Youth Sports Officials, Van Drivers
Doz.ens of fuR titne and part titne positions ar~ available at YW:.A
locations throughout metro Denver.

Calf our Job Line for locations.

720-947-5398
This summer, find a job you'll really lovel

P.S. Your summer Job eon start nowff Mo.ny
branches have positions available immediately.

YMCA OF METROPOLITAN DENVER
We buitd strong kids, strong families, stro"g
communities.

At first it seem so easy to judge Chris McCandless, the main character in
Jon Kr~au~r's ~on-fiction novel, Jnto the Wild. McCandless, a wealthy young
man with high ideals, gives away all his earthly possessions cuts all ties with
his f~ily, and sets out on a journey across the country. Wh~n his wanderings
take him to Alaska's unforgiving and brutal climate his ideals can't save bis
life. III prepared for an extendeo period in the Alaskan bush McCandless
starves to death in an abandoned bus. Krakauer, after writin~ an article about
McCandless for Outside magazine, took it upon himself to fully explore
McCandless' strange and intriguing journey and his painful death.
~hroughout the book, the reader's instinct is to judge McCandless, who
sometlfiles took the name of Alex Supertramp, as a hopeless dreamer with no
respect for nature's harshness arrd no personal responsibility. Many Alaskans
fe lt this way after bis death. In a letter to Krakauer, one Alaskan said "His
ignoran:e which ~ouJd ~ave been cured by a USGS quadrant and a Boy Scout
manual 1s what killed bun. And while 1 feel for his parents, I have no
sympathy for him." But Krakauer. who had impulses and experiences similar
to McCandless' in his youth, is quick to come to h is defense. After all
McCandless did have the survival skills to keep himself a live with no' more
than a bag of rice and his own wits for more than one hundred days before
succumbmg to starvation.
.
Tb~ more we learn about McCandless' unusual way of life before his
Journey mto Alaska the more intriguing he becomes. He dreamed of I" ·
rti ·th
IVlng a
t e w1
anchors, not material goods. He traveled by hitchhiking, on foot,
and s~mettmes by canoe from Atlanta to California, Mexico, South Dakota,
Washington, and finally, Alaska. He purposefully used only a minimum of
food and rarely contacted his family. But despite his rejection of conventional
:alues, nearly everyone he encountered during his travels was.deeply
unpressed and touched by him. One elderly man even offered to ado t bi
Krk
·
·
P m.
auer tnes give the reader fu rther insight into McCandless'
motivat~on f?r pursumg this vagabond lifestyle by relating stories ofother
young, 1deal1st1c wanderers: himself, John Waterman Carl McCunn Th
II.
.
.
'
. ey
were a ms~ire~ by a solitary, unfettered life, and motivated to walk into
dangerous s1tuat10ns and come out alive. Their dreams are almost
understandable:
getting
away from the banality of everyday 1ifie an d rivmg
·
..
.
more spmtually with nature. Except McCandless didn't walk out alive.
Krakauer's book is an easy read, filled with anecdotes and interviews,
and plenty ofunre:ol:ed co~tradictions. Though he obviously defends
McCan~less and his life ~ho1ces, Krakauer doesn't flinch from showing us the
darker .side of the
· son ,s
. story, hke the McCandless family's anguish over th err
total disconnection. It's the novel's unnerving mixture of stra· ht:£
d
··
d
ff .
1g orwar
wntmg an con 1ctmg emotional content that makes it a great read.

n?

. ?

t?

--Nicole Smith
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WANTED

Roommates Wanted
2 roommates wanted. House.
Conveniently located at 48th and Stuart.
3 bedroom, I bath and a big back yard.
Additional features include, a 55" screen
with booming surround sound and home
office for personal use. Only $550 per
mnth., all inclusive with the exception of
phone bill. For more info call
(303)807-4442. Ask for Scott.
Wanted: 1 Female Roommate
Professional female in late twenties is
interested in sharing a two bedroom
renovated house with a female student or
professional. The house is located off of
38th and Sheridan, in a safe
neighborhood. House includes washer and
dryer, dishwasher and microwave.
Bedroom is unfurnished. Extra storage
space is available. Other perks include
access to the Internet. Must like my cat
and medium sized dog. Rent is
$450/month (this includes water, utilities,
and basic phone). References required.
For more information call Allison at
303-421-9829 or page at 303-509-7082.
Roommate Wanted
Attractive house and yard at I-70 and
Federal, with a room for rent. The house
is a 2 bedroom, 1 bathroom house. Perks
include washer and dryer, fireplace.
Available either furnished or unfurnished.
Pets are negotiable. Both male and ·
female applicants are welcome. Length of
lease is flexible. Available immediately.
$500/month (utilities included). Call
Maria at (303)455-1298.
FOR

RENT

Luxurious Home for Rent
2-3 bedroom,2 bath and a 2 car garage.
Satellite T.V. and air conditioning.
Located at Aloha Beach, 62nd and
Lowell,close to Regis. No smoking or
illicit drugs . $1300-$1600/mnth. For
more information call (303)650-0610.

E
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Easy Money
Referees and council members are needed
for the remainder of this semester into
next s~mester. Refs earn $8 a game and
council members will receive stipends.
For more information
contact Steve Wagner at
Student Activities at ext. 5375.
Be an Entrepreneur
Become a member of Citigroup Inc.
start part-time. Call Debra Hadsall at
{303)368-4556.
Summer Nanny Needed
,
Westminster family seeds summer nanny
to care for two boys ages 8 and 13.
Mondays through Fridays, June through
. August. Competitive salary. Duties
mclude chauffeur to sports activities and
play dates and appointments; plus
supervising at the neighborhood pool.
Must be reliable and have a good driving
record. Please fax resume and references
to 303-438-9487 or call 303-438-9344.
Entry Level Management Position
Entry level management position. Sports
complex (softball country). Starting
Salary $1500 a month. Call (after 12pm)
303-426-6784.
Trashbusters: Specialty Trash Removal
We are looking for full-time, part-time
and summer positions. Pay $9-13/no
experience necessary. Trashbusters is
looking for young enthusiastic people
who enjoy working with others. If you are
looking for fun, outdoor, independent
work and a flexible work schedule, please
send resume to Alex Horsfield at
horsfield@trashbusters.com,
fax 303-733-5126 or call 303-733-5125.

Work in the sun with your friends
Hundreds of painters and job site manager
positions available. Work in your home
town with incentives and bonus system.
Call 1-888-272-9787.

Terrific Summer Job
Work Outside & Earn $9-11/Hour
Since 1980, Fun Services has been
providing special event services fosr
schools, churches and company picnics.
Deliver, set-up and supervise party rental
equipment. This is a wonderful job for
genuinely friendly, mature, individuals
who enjoy working outdoors and are
capable of a fair amount of lifting. Our
friendly and professional staff make for a
pleasant working environment.
Acceptable MVR is required. For more
details and _to set up an interview, call
Paul today, (303) 427-7443.
Fun Services, Inc., 9152 Marshall Place
Westminster, Colorado.

l[N§IDE §ALE§
PO§TJ[ON
Marketing information firm has opening
for a part time inside sales representative.
An excellent opportunity to gain
experience with a prestigious company.
Downtown location, paid parking,
competitive hourly wage and fun work
environment. Good communication skills
a must. _please send or fax resume to:
The Polk Co.
1621 18th Street, Suite 300
Fax: (303) 298-5549
Attn: City Directory
MISCELLANEOUS

Shamrock Seats
Concert, Sports & Theater Tickets
For information
Contact Jim Magoonaugh
Ph one: (720)220 -TIXS
Fax: (303)433-08 99
Email: JMagoonaugh@aol.com
Buy+Sell+Trade
·

You know us - great mem_bership program, great
website - Student
Advantage is completely
focused on college students. We're ready to put
your energy and your
desire to be in the spotlight to worl<l You'll promote what we have to
offer on campus. It doesn't
get much better than this:
great job right on campus,
good pay, bonuses, opportunities to build skills (ecommerce/marketing), flexibility to work your own
hours•, and did we mention free stuff?

Apply online at

www.
studentadvantage.
com/textbooks.com
•For the first few weeks of

the semestedquarter, you'll
worlc 25 hrs/wk. After that,
only 10 hrs/wk.

FOR

SALE

Truck for Sale
1987 Nissan Pathfinder, great condition.
3 inch lift, BFG AT 31 tires, 158K miles.
$7,500/0BO.Call 303-420-6424.
JeepCherokee Laredo for Sale
1992, 103k miles, new Rancho 5000
shocks and BFG AT 30 tires.$9,500/0BO.
For more info call 303-420-6424.
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GRADUATING SENIOR
MmR
HOPES ro u NINJA
MUIR PLANS TO DO
,...fllo4 FREELANCE NINJA WORK
AFTER GRADU!TJON, !S HR IS
CURRENTLY NOT ASSOCIATED
WITH ANY PARTICULAR NINJA
CLAN. WR AT THE
B!CIIU1Ylll/1 HOPE MUIR
._,__. REFRAINS FROM UNLEASHING
..... ms SUPER GOOD NINJA
..,__.,. SKILLS ON US. HR THANKS
THOSE AT [RGX WHO HONED
_.... HIS NINJA WAYS.
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Choose one:

DA.

180
DAYS
DEFERRED PAYMENT

0
)

DB.

DC.

1

MAZDA
GRADUATE
PROGRAM

(1) Payment deferral not available in PA and limited in Ml and DC. Offer not available on
lease contracts. Qualified buyers as determined by Mazda American Credit, take new
retail delivery from dealer stock by 12/31/00. (2) $400 College Graduate cash back or
"Get Professional Kit' (allow 6-8 weeks for delivery) available on purchase of any new
'99 or '00 Mazda vehicles. Limit one per customer. Qualified customers must be within
six months of graduation or have graduated within the last two v ~ars from one of the following: accredited junior or community c61lege with an associates degree, an accredited
college or university with a bachelors degree, an accredited nursing school with a bachelors in nursing degree, an accredited graduate school with a masters degree or are
currently enrolled in graduate school. Mazda reserves the right to discontinue this promotion for any reason at any time. Jhe Best Buy Seal is registered trademark of
Consumers Digest, Inc.

Contact Christian or Frank at 303-344-5800 for details

